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Developing the Revised ASPA Code of Ethics
Prior to his induction as President of ASPA, Erik Bergrud asked Jim Nordin and Jim Svara to co-chair a
working group to review the ASPA Code of Ethics. The code had not been officially reviewed in more
than 10 years and had not been revised since 1994.
The charge given to the working group was to review the code. There was no presumption it would be
revised in any way.
Process
The working group was formed and began its deliberations almost immediately after Erik’s installation.
The working group was composed of 31 people; academics, practitioners and students. The
membership of the group is about 50% academics, 50% practitioners; about one-quarter of the group is
made up of “pracademics.” The process the group followed included reviewing the current ASPA code
and brain-storming what each member thought would be a “best” code. The group “met” via email,
conference call, wiki and bulletin board. The working group tried to work as consensually as possible.
The co-chairs acted as “secretaries” and clearing houses for the ideas that were racing across the
country and sometimes around the world.
The working group shared reports on its progress and invited input through ASPA publications and
presentations at ASPA meetings and conferences in 2011 and 2012. In addition, the co-chairs briefed
ASPA leadership on numerous occasions. They presented the working group’s proposed code of ethics
and discussed the content with the National Council of ASPA at the mid-year meeting on September,
2012 and at the ASPA Leadership Retreat in January, 2013.
Considerations
Almost from the beginning, members of the working group consistently raised three aspects of the code
for consideration: the core principles in the code; the structure of the code; and the “style” of the code.
The current (1994) code was a major move forward for ASPA and elevated the ethical standards for the
field. The content was organized around five major canons or principles derived from what the
committee saw as the five major sources of ethics in the public sector: notions of the public interest, law
and formal ethics codes, personal integrity, organizational dynamics, and professionalism. 1 The code
uses these sources in the five major headings and has 32 sub-points or specific tenets. After almost two
decades of use, there were gaps identified that are not covered in the current five principles. Some
have the view that it is too long and detailed. The principles can easily be lost in the specific tenets. In
addition, there was a widespread view that the language should now be more aspirational.
Recommendations
Through extensive and intensive deliberations and many, many exchanges of draft versions, the working
group concluded that the code could be improved with changes in these three areas.
•

Several sub-points in the current code that should be elevated to major headings to join the five
in the 1994 code as the major ethical principles guiding public administration. The three
principles that were elevated deal with social equity, democratic participation in governance,
and the obligation to provide full information and advice.
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•

The group also concluded that the code would have more power and be used more if it were
shorter – if the principles were emphasized and the sub-points (what the working group calls
“practices”) were listed separately. This is similar to the approach of the International
City/County Management Association, American Institute of Certified Planners, and the
American Psychological Association. 2

•

Finally, the group felt that the code should call for the highest level of ethical conduct and
express the social responsibilities of public administrators. The language was changed in tone to
be more aspirational and identify ideal behaviors.

Overview of the revised code
In a revised preamble, the code addresses the intended audience for the code. It is written for the
members of ASPA, and it asserts our hope that all those who serve the public will be aware of and
influenced by the standards that ASPA has established. The revised ASPA Code of Ethics contains eight
principles. The principles are written to be aspirational in tone. In presenting the code to members and
the public, the preamble and principles will be used alone as a statement of the values and standards of
ASPA.
In addition, 38 practices have been developed. The practices are a corollary document that is intended
to illustrate and offer guidance in meeting the aspirational goals of the principles. The practices may be
changed as new circumstances arise, but the principles would be changed only as part of a major and
comprehensive review.
It is the considered opinion of the working group that by implementing these changes in style, structure
and content, the ASPA code of ethics will be more powerful, more memorable, and more useful to all
who labor in public administration. It is our hope that the code will be useful to other associations of
public professionals and that the overarching standards and values in the ASPA Code will usefully
complement the more specific and targeted provisions in other codes.
Strengthening Implementation of the Code
The working group was also unanimous in its belief that the Code of Ethics is of limited lasting value if
there is no commitment to its implementation and regular review. Clear responsibility must be assigned
for activities to advance awareness and commitment to ethical principles and practices in ASPA and to
promote the importance of ethics in public service generally. As a result, the working group has
proposed the establishment of a Professional Standards and Ethics Committee in ASPA. Its key functions
would include-•

Recommend ongoing activities to raise awareness of the code of ethics and activities to promote
its use and to monitor ethical issues in public affairs.

•

Work with the ASPA Section on Ethics which will continue to take the lead role in ethics research
and teaching.

•

Work with other associations of public officials to develop complementary approaches to codes
of ethics that allows the ASPA code to serve in combination with other specialized professional
codes.

•

Recommend procedures and processes to address alleged ethical breaches by ASPA members.

•

Recommend a process for periodic review of the ASPA Code of Ethics.
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An interim committee on implementation appointed by ASPA officers will initiate activities to implement
the Code and will develop the recommendations for a standing committee in more depth for submission
to the National Council.
Approval of changes
The working group submitted its final recommendations for revisions in the Code of Ethics to the
National Council in February. The National Council reviewed the revised Code at its meeting in New
Orleans and approved the revisions to the Code of Ethics on March 16, 2013.
Future Steps
With a revised Code of Ethics, the Implementation Committee will guide the initial implementation of
the code and develop activities to expand awareness of and commitment to the Code. The committee
will prepare recommendations to be presented to the ASPA National Council at the mid-year meeting in
September, 2013, to create a standing Committee on Professional Standards and Ethics in ASPA, and it
will plan programs for the 75th annual conference in 2014. The chair of the committee is Jim Svara who
can be reached at james.svara@asu.edu. The other members are J. Paul Blake, Jim Nordin, Patria
Julnes, Jonathan West, and Suzanne Piotrovski who is chairperson of the ASPA Ethics Section.
The proposal for a standing committee developed by the Working Group is posted on the ASPA website.
Endnotes
1

Montgomery Van Wart, “The Sources of Ethical Decision Making for Individuals in the Public Sector.” Public
Administration Review 56, 1996 (6), 525-533.

2

ICMA has tenets and guidelines—sometimes presented separately and sometimes as a combined document. AICP
has principles and 25 enforceable “Rules of Conduct.” APA has principles presented separately from 89 standards.
In addition, the National Association of Social Workers has values and principles followed by 16 pages of standards.
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Jim Nordin <jnordin1945@gmail.com> Working Group Co-chair, Public Management Solutions, Member of
National Council
Jim Svara <james.svara@asu.edu> Working Group Co-chair, Arizona State University
Elaine Ahumada <eahumada@calbaptist.edu> California Baptist University
Jonathan Anderson <jfanderson@uas.alaska.edu> California State University San Bernardino, former elected
municipal Assembly member in Juneau
Abraham David Benavides<benavides@unt.edu> University of North Texas, Member of National Council
J Paul Blake <JPaul.Blake@seattle.gov> City of Seattle, Member of National Council
Jim Bowman <jbowman@fsu.edu> Florida State University, Past chair, Ethics Section, ASPA
Ann Hess Braga <Ann.Braga@cityofboston.gov> Council staff, City of Boston, Member of ASPA National
Council
Terry Cooper <tlcooper@sppd.usc.edu> University of South California, Past chair, Ethics Section, ASPA, and
participant in developing original and subsequent ASPA codes of ethics
Mel Dubnick <mdubnick@gmail.com> University of Vermont, Current chair, Ethics Section, ASPA
Robert B. Donaldson <donaldsonrb@yahoo.com> Mayor of Hazel Crest, IL; member of Public Building
Commission of Chicago
Angela M. Evans <amgevans@mail.utexas.edu> University of Texas Austin, formerly Congressional Research
Service
Stuart Gilman <scgilman@global-integrity.net> Global Integrity Group
David Hart <davidhart@byu.edu> Brigham Young University
Jose Luis Irizarry <ji6317@aol.com> Adjunct at John Jay College and St. Francis College, Member of ASPA
National Council
Vanessa Jezik <VJezik@riversideca.gov> Parks, Recreation and Community Services Department City of
Riverside, Treasurer for the IE chapter.
Carole Jurkiewicz <cljrkwcz@lsu.edu> Louisiana State University, Past chair, Ethics Section, ASPA
Rebecca L. Keeler <keelerr@mail.etsu.edu> East Tennessee State University, Department of Political Science,
International Affairs, and Public Administration
Don Menzel <donmenzel@verizon.net> Northern Illinois University emeritus professor, Former president,
ASPA, and Past chair, Ethics Section, ASPA
Anthony Molina <tony.molina@usd.edu> University of South Dakota
Paul Morales <paulmorales21@gmail.com> DPA student, Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
Jeremy Plant <jfp2@email.psu.edu> Penn State University, past chair, Ethics Section, ASPA
Karl Porter<mr.karlporter@gmail.com> Solano County, California
Yvonne Pritchard <ytpritchard@roadrunner.com> Served on the Inland Empire Chapter Executive Board for
several years, including Chapter President.
Rhucha Samudra <rsamudra@gmail.com> She has an MPA from Arizona State University and is doctoral
student at American University. She is a member of the ASPA Student Action Team.
Lori M. SchraderBachar <LORI.SCHRADERBACHAR@iowa.gov> Iowa Department of Human Rights, Office on
the Status of Women
Loraine Schroeder<loraine-schroeder@comcast.net> is a M.P.A. student at Virginia Commonwealth University
and has worked as a Legal Analyst at the Department of Professional and Occupational Regulation since 2004.
She also serves as Vice-Chair of the ASPA Student Action Team.
Linda Stopp <lindastopp@hotmail.com> Office of the Assistant Secretary of Health - OWH-DHHS -Region 8,
PhD Candidate, University of Colorado at Denver
Monty Van Wart <mvanwart@csusb.edu> California State University San Bernardino, chaired a previous code
of ethics revision effort
Dwight Vick <dvick@mail.wtamu.edu> West Texas A&M University, former member National Council
Ginny Wilson <Ginny.Wilson@uky.edu> Formerly staff member in Kentucky Legislative Research Commission
(LRC)
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